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Functionality at every stage
OUTSTANDING PAPERS FOR SUGAR,  

FLOUR AND GRAIN PACKAGING 
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With quality and care

An efficient and safe manufacturing process with good 
economy is a prerequisite for all food producers. For us at 
BillerudKorsnäs, it goes without saying that our products 
should contribute to these basic requirements. We should 
always manufacture paper associated with good functionality, 
sustainability and packaging quality.

But we are also driven by a passion for change. With fresher 
thinking as a method of  working, we develop tomorrow’s 
solutions and maintain a constant dialogue with all the players 
in the value chain.

We at BillerudKorsnäs are aware that our market-leading 
position brings responsibility. With an understanding of  our 
customers’ requirements and the ability to renew and innovate, 
we want to contribute to smarter packaging solutions.
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Swedish forestry is subject to tough and given 

growth objectives – for each tree felled, between 

two and four new trees are planted. As a result,  

the Swedish forests have increased 50 per cent  

in volume in the last 60 years.

From the purest raw materials
BillerudKorsnäs’ paper is made of 100  
per cent primary fibre from Scandinavian 
forests. Our pulp is a perfect mix of short 
and long fibres that together result in a  
very strong and durable paper with good 
printability. In addition, the primary  
fibres ensure that the paper is absolutely 
pure – a necessary property for paper  
that comes into direct contact with food.

A range of kraft papers
BillerudKorsnäs Axello® is our range of 
packaging papers for sugar, flour, pasta 
and grain. Axello® consists of kraft paper 
with a broad spectrum of properties and 
grammages, all manufactured using very 
precise hi-tech methods. The papers are 
thoroughly checked before delivery to 
ensure they always maintain a high and 
even quality.

Concern for the environment
Active environmental work is a natural 
ingredient in all our processes – from  
raw material to finished paper.  
BillerudKorsnäs’ raw material comes from 
carefully controlled and sustainable forestry 
where replanting is a matter of course.  
We power our processes with biofuel from 
the forest. Together with independent 
experts, we measure the climate impact of 
our products. We have come a long way 
– but now we want to go even further. 
Concern for the environment is an 
ongoing process that never ceases in our 
activities.

Continuous development
BillerudKorsnäs is characterised by a  
go-ahead spirit, understanding and 
renewal. We carry on active development 
work for tomorrow’s packaging solutions 
and we are constantly improving our 
existing paper qualities. Good relations 
with our customers and being sensitive to 
their wishes permeate our way of working.

The best papers for 
demanding products
Few other types of  packaging are so dependent on high-quality raw material 
as paper bags for flour, sugar, pasta and grain. The packaging should have  
a low weight and often no barriers are needed – this requires a paper that  
is as strong as it is pure.

Axello® is made of  a renewable raw 

material and is both recyclable and 

biologically degradable.
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NATURAL QUALITY

Organic products are best packaged in paper. 
BillerudKorsnäs Axello® is as natural as the products. 
Our papers provide demanding foods with safe, 
attractive and durable packaging.
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Modern and demanding filling lines 

require paper with a high and even 

quality. Axello® offers functionality 

and speed in all the processes.

Axello® is a complete range of  papers 

with a good combination of  high printa-

bility and strength.

A paper for every taste
BillerudKorsnäs’ kraft papers in the Axello® 
family consist of several uncoated and 
coated qualities in different grammages. 
Together, they make up a complete range 
of tasteful and functional papers for every 
application. BillerudKorsnäs assists with 
recommendations and advice about the 
best choice of paper for each product, 
filling process and brand.

When appearance is key
The consumer is drawn to packaging that  
is clean, whole and has good printing 
qualities. And we know that it is often in 
the store that consumers decide which 
product to purchase. As a result, winning 
the battle for the customer makes high 
demands on the package’s appearance. 
Regardless of whether the product is best 
profiled in glossy or natural, uncoated 
paper, Axello® offers good printability 
resulting in packaging that attracts the 
consumer. BillerudKorsnäs’ papers have  
a natural feel and are as white as they are 
strong and stiff. A successful combination, 
quite simply.

Efficiency at every stage
The paper’s quality is very important for 
reliable production. The Axello® qualities 
are consistent and always perform in the 
same way in modern conversion lines  
and filling processes. With Axello®, it is 
possible to increase the speed through  
the processes and still achieve a good  
result with fewer production stoppages. 
The increased productivity impacts on 
every stage and our customers can benefit 
from greater profitability.

For the consumer’s safety
Naturally, BillerudKorsnäs’ products 
should guarantee the consumer’s health, 
and paper made of primary fibre is an 
important starting point. Our products 
comply with FDA and BfR directives 
concerning direct contact with food. 
Accordingly, the Gruvön mill has a 
rigorously controlled and hygiene- 
certified manufacturing process in  
accordance with ISO 22000 and all  
our mills have implemented the same 
principles.

Papers for purity, promotion 
and perfection
We at BillerudKorsnäs make high demands on ourselves. Our products 
should always be associated with fast filling processes, good printability 
and increased profitability. BillerudKorsnäs Axello® does all this.

Axello® Kraft Axello® White, Bright, Swan, Gloss

Axello® Glaze Axello® Silk, Silk Plus, Silk Rough

Strength

Printability
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FOR RELIABLE PRODUCTION

BillerudKorsnäs’ market-leading products give 
many benefits to our customers. Strong paper 
made from the best raw materials results in 
efficient production and high-quality packaging.
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VALUE CHAIN 
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BAG

 PRODUCTION
FILLING

FORMING & FILLING

The paper’s quality is essential for efficient and functional production and handling throughout the value chain. 

BillerudKorsnäs’ paper satisfies the demands made by the market.

The foundation of solid  
profitability
All companies benefit from having a  
good foundation for their activities.  
We at BillerudKorsnäs know how the  
right paper improves the economic 
situation and func tion in all the stages  
of the value chain – from printing to 
filling process, via at times tough  
handling in the logistic chains, to sales  
in the store and in the consumer’s 
everyday usage.

An ongoing dialogue
In our work on strengthening our 
know ledge base and becoming even  
better, we carry on an ongoing dialogue 
with our customers.  

BillerudKorsnäs’ view is that collaboration 
strengthens business and we believe that 
good relations lead to optimised processes 
for all the players in the industry.  
BillerudKorsnäs is working to create and 
develop an ongoing dialogue where meeting 
places are created for repre sentatives of the 
industry.

World-leading service
BillerudKorsnäs’ professional engineers give 
support so that all our customers can have 
the best possible production process. The 
technicians have both broad and deep com - 
 petence, and their recommendations are 
always tailored for each individual customer’s 
machinery, equipment and conditions.

Competence that benefits 
the whole value chain
Our knowledge of  the market’s processes has given us a stable 
foundation when we develop new paper qualities. Good relations, 
market-leading service and an understanding of  market demands 
make us a reliable partner.
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A GOOD START

Every morning at the breakfast table, a packaging 
made from our paper is opened in thousands of 
homes. Just like breakfast is a good start to the day, 
BillerudKorsnäs’ paper is a good start to packaging.
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The image sequence shows a drop test of  a sugar bag that bursts. A thermal camera was used in this 

case to show the package’s weak point.

Discover the potential for  
improvement
BillerudKorsnäs evaluates the strength of 
sugar, flour and grain packages. Using 
unique equipment, we can examine 
function by simulating a package’s path 
through demanding logistic chains until it 
reaches the store shelf. If our technicians 
find weaknesses in the design or choice of 
material, we can suggest improvements.

Scientific tests
At our Pack Lab, we use standardised 
measurement methods and performs 
several tests. A drop test reveals how well  
a package can withstand being dropped. 

During the compression test, it is subjected 
to heavy pressure in order to optimally 
simulate demanding transportation. The 
better the package withstands a heavy 
load, the better it will cope with real-life 
conditions. We also carry out perception 
studies and analyses of the printability of 
paper and packaging.

For packaging innovation
BillerudKorsnäs provides you with support 
and knowledge transfer along the value 
chain. We constantly strive for innovation 
and fresher thinking by developing 
tomorrows’ smarter packaging solutions.

Smarter packaging with  
Bag Solution Services
BillerudKorsnäs offers a range of  services to boost the strength,  
protection, appearance and durability of  packaging.  
With our Bag Solution Services, smarter packaging and greater  
results are not far away.
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PRODUCT g/m2 PAPER CHARACTERISTICS TYPE OF 
PRODUCT

STRENGTH PRINTABILITY PRINTING
TECHNIQUE*

Axello® White 70-130 Multilayer MF paper  
– unique combination of  strength and printability

Standard F

Axello® Swan 60-120 MF Kraftpaper  
– combination of  strength and printability

Standard F

Axello® Glaze (X) 60-110 MG paper  
– with smooth outside and rough inside

Gloss/Rough 
backside

F

Axello® Kraft 75-130 Multilayer MF paper  
– focus on strength

Strength F

Axello® Natural 
White

60-100 Uncalendered kraft paper
– with only long fibers

Extra strength F

Axello® Natural 
White SE

70-100 Semi extensible kraft paper  
– for extra strength

Extra strength 
and stretch

F

Axello® Natural 
Brown SE

70-100 Semi extensible brown kraft paper  
– for extra strength

Extra strength 
and stretch

F

Axello® Silk 80-120 Coated MF paper
– for high printing demands

Print F/R

Axello® Silk Plus 85-120 Coated MF paper  
– for premium printing demands

Print F/R

Axello® Bright 70-120 Multilayer MF paper  
– with high whiteness

Whiteness F

Axello® Gloss 75-120 MF Kraft paper  
– with smoothness and gloss

Gloss F

Axello® Natural 
Brown

60-135 Uncalendered brown kraft paper  
– with only long fibres

Strength F

White & Brown 
Sack

70-100 White and brown sack paper 
– for different sack solutions**

Multiply sack F
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EXAMPLE OF BAG SOLUTIONS SUITABLE PAPER GRADES

Standard 1 kg sugar packaging

Europe (FFS)

Axello® White or Axello® Swan

80 g/m2

Standard 1 kg flour packaging

Europe (pre-made bags)

Axello® Glaze

75 g/m2

1 kg sugar packaging, Africa

(manual handling, pre-made bags)

Axello® Natural White

85 g/m2

12,5 and 10 kg flour

Africa (pre-made bags)

Axello® Kraft

120–130 g/m2

5 kg flour packaging

Asia (pre-made bags)

Axello® Kraft

100 g/m2

1 kg premium flour mix packaging

Europe (pre-made bags)

Axello® Silk Rough

90 g/m2

BillerudKorsnäs’ range of papers for sugar, flour and grain packaging

All our products are available with FSC®/PEFCTM certification.
MF paper is a calandered kraft paper, MG paper is a kraft  
paper with a glossy printside and rough inside. 
Coated paper is clay-coated kraft paper – all grades are  
produced of  virgin fibres.
* F = Flexo, R = Rotogravure
** Contact BillerudKorsnäs for more information

PEFC/05-33-135

Promoting Sustainable

Forest Management

www.pefc.org

PEFC/05-33-135

Promoting Sustainable

Forest Management

www.pefc.org
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BillerudKorsnäs, PO Box 703, SE-169 27 Solna, Sweden. Tel. +46 8 553 335 00 

www.billerudkorsnas.com

BillerudKorsnäs is a leading provider of  strong, light, renewable and 
recyclable packaging material. Together with brand owners, converters 
and packaging partners all over the world, we create smarter packaging 
solutions that increase profits, excite millions of  consumers and contribute 
to a sustainable future for generations to come.
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BAG SOLUTIONS CONTACTS

Nordic countries, Baltic States
bagsolutions.nordic@billerudkorsnas.com

France, North Africa 
bagsolutions.france@billerudkorsnas.com

UK, Ireland
bagsolutions.uk@billerudkorsnas.com

Central & Eastern Europe, 
Switzerland, Austria, Benelux
bagsolutions.cee@billerudkorsnas.com 

Italy
bagsolutions.italy@billerudkorsnas.com

Spain, Portugal
bagsolutions.iberica@billerudkorsnas.com

Middle East, India, Pakistan
bagsolutions.me@billerudkorsnas.com

South & East Africa, 
East Mediterranean
bagsolutions.africa@billerudkorsnas.com

South East Asia
bagsolutions.sea@billerudkorsnas.com

China
bagsolutions.china@billerudkorsnas.com

Americas
bagsolutions.americas@billerudkorsnas.com


